In this paper, we establish the boundedness of strongly singular integrals operators T and commutators , and the corresponding strongly singular integrals
Wainger S.etc (Wainger, S. 1965.) had studied the boundedness of the operators T on ) ( n q R L . Chanillo (Chanillo, S. 1984.) 
theory by virtue of a basal lemma which will be mentioned later. Garcia-Cuerva J. etc (Garcia-Cuerva, J. , Harboure, E. , Segovia, C. and Torrea, J. L.) obtained the boundedness of higher-order commutators on weighted ) ( n q R L . Morrey (Morrey, C. B. 1938.) proposed the classical Morrey spaces when he studied the properties of local solutions of second order elliptic equations. In Ref. (Mizuhara T.. 1991 Definition 1 (Mizuhara T. 1991.) For p 1 ,we define the generalized Morrey spaces as the following
is a sphere r in radius whose center is at point t .
We know that when In this paper we will show the boundedness of strongly singular integrals operators T on generalized Morrey spaces by weighted inequations. Furthermore, we will show the boundedness of the commutators generalized by BMO functions b of operators T by virtue of sharp estimate.
Boundedness of strongly singular integrals operators T on generalized Morry spaces
We fix the following notations in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1:
Proof: By the weighted property of
,and T are strongly singular integrals then T are bounded on ) (
And by Lemma 1 we have
in the last inequation.
Boundedness of the commutators on generalized Morrey spaces
Lemma 2 (Mizuhara T. 1991.) For
, where M are H-L maximum operators. 
As for 4
A ,by noting
, and mean value theorem, we have
As for 3 A ,we use the similar ways in chanillo (Chanillo, S. 1984.) 
As for 1 B ,by the mean value theorem, we get
As for the estimate of 2 B , we need the following lemma. 
By Lemma 5 and using the similar ways in chanillo (Chanillo, S. 1984 
